137 PILLARS LOUIE TOUR

“1 DAY, 3 PLACES to visit, 7 INSTAGRAM Spots at Sukhumvit
Neighborhood and Iconic Landmarks Around Bangkok.”
(The tour is approximately 6 hours)

Choose 2 neighborhood destinations and 1 of any destinations
of your interest from the categories of
Art & Culture, Shopping, Cuisine & Café and Wellness.
Locations with
icon are in
137 Pillar’s neighbourhood area.

Art & Culture
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WTF gallery
SAC gallery
Wat Ratchabophit 
Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles & Grand Palace 
Nitasrattanakosin
Jim Thomson House and Art Museum
Bangkok City City gallery
BACC gallery
The Grand Palace
Pak Klong Talad (flower market) 
The Giant Swing (Sao Ching Cha) and Wat Suthat Thepwararam
Chinatown
THE GRAND PALACE
AN ARCHITECTURAL MARVEL IN GREEN AND GOLD

A complex of buildings featuring some of the most ornate
Thai architecture in the city, this palace has been the official
residence of Kings of Siam (and later Thailand) since 1782.
Comprising of a temple, the Grand Palace and the Chapel,
this dazzling landmark is equally a must-see for both locals
and tourists.

QUEEN SIRIKIT SILK MUSEUM
WHERE TEXTILES, HISTORY AND BEAUTY UNITE

Housed in the historic Ratsadakorn-bhibhathaha Building
erected in 1870, this unique Thai textile museum was
the master plan of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit. Located on the
grounds of the Grand Palace, this state-of-the -art museum is
home to stunning textile galleries, a library, lecture hall and
Thailand’s first dedicated textile conservation laboratory.

SUBHASHOK THE ARTS CENTRE
THAI AND SOUTHEAST ASIAN ARTISTS TO THE WORLD

Founded by Subhashok Angsuvarnsiri, a collector of many
decades and an avid supporter of Thai contemporary art, this
ambitious art space spans over a thousand square meters
across four floors.

CHINATOWN
LIGHTS, FOOD AND GOLD

Located on Yaowarat Road, Bangkok’s Chinatown is among one
of the largest Chinese communities in the world. As the home
of the mainly Teochew Chinese immigrant population, many
leading business moguls in Thai society today can trace their
beginnings back to Chinatown.

Shopping
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emquartier
The Commons
Jodd Fairs
Siam Walking Street 
Klong Lad Mayom (Floating market)(Weekend Only)
IconSiam
JJ Market (Weekend Only)

EMQUARTIER
SHOP ‘TIL YOU DROP

When you enter The Emquartier you quickly realize, while it
contains fashionable stores and chic boutiques, it is far more
than just a mall. It’s an experience for the senses. Here you will
find a cascading 40 metre waterfall, a peaceful 3000 metre
tropical garden that is filled with wild orchids and lush ferns
surrounded by a pond.

JODD FAIRS
LOCAL NIGHTTIME FUN

This train night bazaar is not a mere night market. Besides
nightlife shopping of fashion, furniture and a farmer’s market,
you’ll also find a skating park where skaters can come and
show off their skills. Another draw, of course, is the exciting
variety of street food stands. Even if you’re not here to shop,
Jodd Fairs is a solid place to head to for food

Wellness
•
•
•
•

Benjakitti Park
Flow (Surf House)
Kashikiri Onsen and Spa
Yunomori Onsen and Spa

BENJAKITTI PARK
STROLL AND SNAP
This recently renovated wetland haven is lush with ponds and
mounds set against the backdrop of Bangkok’s skyscrapers.
Highlights include a two-kilometer-long skywalk, a bike lane and
amphitheater to sit and watch views of nature. Stop by to this
well-designed, multi-level park for a soothing walk and lots of
photo opps amid gorgeous greenery.

KASHIKIRI ONSEN AND SPA
PRIVATE AND PEACEFUL
Billed as the first and only private onsen spa in Thailand, you can
escape to the hot springs of Beppu and Kusatsu authentically at
Kashikiri. The spa is decked up with in a Japanese style, with zen
gardens, bamboo and tatami mats that make for a relaxing atmosphere. With an extensive spa menu, you can also pair your onsen
with a facial, massage, body scrub or body mask.

Dining

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michelin Star
R-Haan 2 stars
Sorn 2 stars
Khao 1 stars
Gaa 1 star
Sushi Masato 1 star
Canvas 1 star
Chim by Siam Wisdom 1 star
Cadence by Dan Bark (1 star)
Sri Trad

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bar Hopping
Rabbit Hole
J.Boroski Mixology
Find the Locker Room
Hanakurata
Salon Du Japonisant
The Rose Wine Bar
Flamenco (Sky Bar)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cuisine and Cafe
Street Food - (Thong Lor)
Baan Kanom Pang Khing
Hario Café Bangkok 
Kay’s
Glig Café
Peach Oriental Tea House
Roots Coffee
Okonomi
Ryoku.cafe
Café Craft by CHANINTR
Patom

R-HANN **
The name R-Haan directly translates from Thai to English as
“food”. A brainchild of celebrity chef Chumpol Jangprai, the
fine dining establishment serves authentic Thai cuisine, using
recipes that encapsulate traditional royal Thai dining. Besides
dishes akin to the ones that have graced the tables of royalty,
the tableware is also an occasion in itself.

GAA*
Gaa offers much more than your standard Indian fare, so expect
to be dazzled by their tasting menu that presents nouveau
Indian dishes. Indian street food is transformed by way of
modern techniques and presentation— making for a fresh
dining experience that showcases Indian flavours amid a setting
of a traditional Thai house.

HARIO CAFE BANGKOK
Spacious and abundant with splashes of natural light, this
white-washed Japanese coffee and tea shop offers plenty
of corners to hang out across their two floors. There’s both
a Slow Bar and Speed Bar, depending on your mood. If you
have time on your hands, don’t miss their Syphon Slow Drip—
or go for the Matcha Ceremonial Grade if you’re more
of a tea person.

RABBIT HOLE
Bangkok’s most beautiful flock to this big cocktail name for a
few swanky sips. Behind the unassuming wooden door, the
three-story shophouse has turned into one of the most visually
stunning drinking spots, fitted with a marble bar and rose-gold
showcase of endless bottles of booze. A roster of
award-winning bartenders serve a deliciously detailed
array of cocktails.

Terms and Conditions
• 7 days advance reservation required.
• Additional attractions from 3 destinations will be charged at THB 1,500 net per place
• The Louie Tour is a 6-hour private custom tour, in case guests would like to spend time
longer than 6 hours, an additional THB 3,000 net will be charged for a maximum of 4 hours.

